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AVS Electronics at INTERSEC-DUBAI 2020 

AVS Electronics SPA, an Italian production company of security systems, taking part of the 
RIELLO ELETTRONICA International Group, attends INTERSEC 2020, the prestigious 
event dedicated to the security market, scheduled in Dubai, from January 19th to 21st at the 
Hall 2 - booth C24. 

AVS Electronics presents the advanced 4G technology, able to connect using all the 
previous technologies, to assure connection and security at the highest levels; the 
products presented are: the bidirectional wireless RAPTOR 4G control panel, the 
XTREAM control panel with the modules XGSM 4G, more and more powerful and 
integrated, and STARLINK 4G, the polyvalent telephone dialler and interface. 
 
Another important news is the EWEB VIDEO IP board, that allows the connection to the 
Internet of AVS control panels, granting the maximum freedom of management for end 
user and installer. The programming via IP or Cloud, the Web Server management, and 
the management through the MY AVS ALARM app and the integration of the new function 
of VIDEO VERIFICATION are all the features and the opportunities offered by the EWEB 
VIDEO board. The EWEB VIDEO board is compatible with all the AVS control panels and 
it can manage up to 8 IP cameras, with ONVIF® (S) protocol. 
 
The AVS range is completed with 2 other important products: GHOST, the new 
bidirectional, wireless transmitter with magnetic contact for a safe, clean and invisible 
installation and WIC 4 MINI, the new bidirectional wireless magnetic contact designed for 
the detection of opening of doors and windows, with a compact design and, thanks to its 
small size, it adapts to any application context, for indoor and outdoor (IP65). 
 

Since 1974, AVS ELECTRONICS designs ideas, develops and manufactures electronic 
security products and solutions, offering a complete range of products, wire & wireless, 
technologically advanced, unique, reliable ang guaranteed over time, to create well-being 
and safety in everyday life.  
 

AVS Electronics has a widespread international structure and attends the main trade fairs 
in the security market in Italy and all over the world, operating by a direct relationship with 
customers, to provide highly professional solutions, in line with the regulations and local 
needs. 
 
For further information: AVS ELECTRONICS SPA - Via Valsugana 63 - Curtarolo (PD)  - Tel. +39 049 
9698411 - www.avselectronics.com  mail: avs@avselectronics.it   
 
 


